HIGH-END REFURBISHED
ULTRASOUND MACHINES

NORD RPK Medical is a Scandinavian registered company located in Denmark. Our
company is based on 20 years of experience
in the healthcare industry.
Our mission is to make refurbished medical
equipment of the highest quality available
worldwide. As we believe that better vision
makes diagnosis easier and more accurate.
We want to support all our customers before
and after they purchase units from us. The relationship between us and our customers is
the fundamental foundation of our business.
Therefore, good service and high quality are
our highest priority.
All our units are tested or refurbished by us, in
Scandinavian areas. These days we are very
focused on the various models of ultrasound
units and flexible endoscopy systems from
well-known brands.

HIGH QUALITY PRODUCTS
& PERSONAL SERVICE
We offer high end, high quality refurbished ultrasound units and props to clinics
and hospitals from all over the world. In
the refurbishment process, a full diagnosis and repair of the system is completed.
Through our personal service we will
consult you in order to make sure we find
the best possible ultrasound machine for
you. Which is fitting your requirements
depending on the expected clinical use
and preferred brand.

HOW IT WORKS
The process starts when a
customer sends a request to
us for a refurbished ultrasound
unit of prop.
We will advise you towards the
most suitable purchase, fitting
the customers requirements.
The requested machine is refurbished and prepared to fit
the highest standards, and will
be customized based on the
customers requirements.

REFURBISHING PROCESS
Functionality check and system diagnosis is run on the
system.
The unit is disassembled,
cleaned and cosmetically optimized.
Full repair of the system according to the customer requirements as well as repair of technical issues.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Skalhuse 5
9240 Nibe
Denmark
+45 52 65 05 05
Info@nordrpkmedical.com
CVR: 41170603

Packing and shipment of units
and props is handled professionally and carefully by us.

The refurbished system is tested to ensure full functionality, including testing of all basic
system modes.

The process is finalized when
the customer receives the ultrasound unit or prop, and the
machine is now ready for use.

The finalized unit is now ready
for professional packing and
shipment.
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